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Report from on site
Job details can be set up before going 
on-site and used again and again to 
save valuable work time. When on-site 
a digital report is generated showing 
all the test data including a pass or 
fail result, a visual results graph, fixing 
details, site location co-ordinates, date 
and time. In addition, any notes and 
photos taken can be included within the 
report too. The report is easily emailed 
directly to your customer or securely 
stored for future retrieval.

Prove your test results
The app captures and records the 
digital report using an Evident Proof 
platform and saves it directly to the 
cloud. The Evident Proof platform 
ensures that when the real time data 
is collected it gets a ‘proof seal’ onto 
an unchangeable and un-hackable 
blockchain. This system mitigates the 
risk of someone tampering with the 
results by providing a fully auditable and 
transparent data provenance trail that is 
admissible in a court of law.

DIGITAL REPORTING SYSTEM

n  Unchangeable digital results 
recorded with time, date and 
GPS location of each test 
giving indisputable proof of 
test results.

n  Automated processes allow 
for quicker testing and less 
set up time especially on 
sites with many identical 
repetitive tests to perform.

n Graphs and photos can  
be viewed with clients to 
explain why tests may or may 
not have met the required 
standard.

n  Consistent and personalised 
reports show your clients 
how professional you are.

n Accurate and efficent 
paperless reporting reduces 
time spent onsite.

n Test evidence can be 
provided electronically from 
site to clients in a completed 
report, making the process 
more cost-effective (requires 
WiFi or Mobile Network Signal).

The Hydrajaws Digital Reporting System allows on site pull tests 
to be automatically recorded and compiled into a digital report 
using the Hydrajaws App on a mobile phone or tablet device.

Features

Sign up on a web browser: 
dashboard.hydrajaws.co.uk
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